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UNDERSTANDING ALYCE 

We like to keep things organized. When you become an Alyce customer, your account is 

automatically set up as an Organization, and you can start building campaigns right away. 

Organizations can be segmented into Teams, which allows for more structure when it 

comes to setting gift budgets and determining who can send gifts and how invitations are 

sent on campaigns inside of the team. Everything works just the way you want, making it 

easy to monitor usage and track ROI. 

Within Alyce, everything starts with a gift campaign. You can set up many types of gift 

campaigns. Which one you choose depends on the gifting experience you want to create, 

the volume of gifts, and how gifting plays into your broader Outbound Love strategy. 

1. PERSONAL GIFTING CAMPAIGN

Create a one-to-one gifting motion. 

a. Often used by sales teams looking for an extra personalized, 1:1 gift experience 

with lower-volume, higher-value gifting

b. Gifts are fully personalized for a single contact

c. Gifts are sent via Alyce or through an integration point (e.g., HubSpot, Salesforce, 

Outreach or Salesloft)

d. Gift invitations can be sent via email or a URL link share
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OUTBOUND LOVE - IT'S RELEVANT 

Finally, in addition to these relevant integrations, Alyce can also help you with instant gift follow-up 

via our Slack and Microsoft Teams integrations. You can use Alyce for real-time notifications in 

Slack to monitor how recipients are engaging with their gifts so you can optimize your follow-ups 

with recipients. You can send a Slack message when a gift recipient views an Alyce gift but doesn't 

accept it and post messages on Slack when a gift changes status. 
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Wahoo @Matt Temme • Mo�da�. May.l6th �-· for 
claimed. Way to go Matt. u::1111rn:: 

Evan Chapman � 4:39 PM 

Wahoo @Nina Butler just had an Alyce gift for 
claimed. Way to go Nina Butler! 

Wahoo @Nina Butler just had an Alyce gift for 
to go Nina Butler! 

Wahoo @Nina Butler just had an Alyce gift for 
to go Nina Butler' 

Evan Chapman -:: 5:20 PM 

claimed. Way 

claimed. Way 

Wahoo @Brett Zucker just had an Alyce gift for claimed. 
Way to go Brett Zucker! 

Wahoo @laura Ricciardone just had an Alyce gift for Marianne Bowman 
claimed. Way to go Laura Ricciardone! 

Message #alyce-slack-derno 
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